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Abstract
Epitaxial complex oxides are of great interest for their rich chemical and physical properties,
and their functionalities in a wide variety of technology areas. Among them, epitaxial ferro-
electric BiFeO3 has demonstrated huge potential as a new visible light absorber material,
pointing the way towards the manufacture of highly efficient photovoltaic devices. However,
preparation of complex epitaxial oxides has been essentially limited to specific substrates,
hindering the integration of such materials into practical devices on which epitaxial growth
cannot be achieved. Here we develop a new solution-based process to prepare Sr3Al2O6

sacrificial layers that can be selectively removed by H2O. Its feasibility is tested to exfoliate
solution processed BiFeO3 and atomic layer deposited Al2O3. By means of X-ray diffrac-
tion, atomic force microscopy and scanning transmission electron microscopy, the films
have been thoroughly characterized. Also, we performed a study on surface free energy
and work of adhesion to transfer the active film to new surfaces, offering a novel platform
to optimize the use of this sacrificial layer to freely manipulate complex oxides.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Statement of purpose

Complex oxides are of great interest for their rich chemical and physical properties, and their
functionalities in a wide variety of technology areas, including data storage and computing,
photonics, superconductivity, power electronics, and energy conversion and harvesting
[14]. Among them, perovskite oxide BiFeO3 is highly ferroelectric at room temperature and
has shown great promise in photovoltaics by providing a unique polarization-related charge
separation mechanism [15], which is thought that could lead the way towards the manu-
facture of a highly efficient PV device. Up to date, epitaxial BiFeO3, i.e. with a preferred
crystalline orientation, has shown enormous potential as photoabsorber [16, 17]. However,
preparation of epitaxial complex oxides has been essentially limited to rigid substrates and
high temperature treatments, hindering the opportunity to integrate such materials into flex-
ible devices and silicon (by monolithic integration for instance), and narrowing the range
of artificial heterostructures available. In this project, we aim to contribute to break this
barrier, broadening the versatility of epitaxial oxides and opening the door to explore new
and emerging phenomena.

The main goal of the project is to explore a low-cost and versatile innovative approach
based on chemical methodologies to obtain free-standing oxide thin films. We examine
different synthetic routes to prepare complex heterostructures constituted by a substrate,
a sacrificial layer and the oxide film that we want to unbind from the system, and then we
investigate a procedure that will allow to selectively remove the sacrificial layer, thereby
obtaining a free-standing oxide [18]. Once exfoliated, we performed a study on surface
free energy and work of adhesion to transfer the active film to new surfaces, building novel
heterostructures and interfaces. With this, we expect to cement the first steps for the devel-
opment of a viable and cost-effective technique to unlink epitaxial photoactive oxides from
their growth substrates, allowing to freely manipulate them and to expand their versatility.

In particular, we use chemical solution deposition (CSD) to synthesize a water-soluble sac-
rificial layer, Sr2Al3O6. Then, a BiFeO3 thin film is incorporated by CSD in order to build
a complex oxide heterostructure, which is thoroughly studied with structure (XRD, STEM)
and surface morphology (AFM) characterization techniques. As a proof of concept, we
also examine the viability of Sr2Al3O6 as a sacrificial layer to develop free-standing Al2O3

films prepared by atomic layer deposition (ALD). Finally, we have performed a theoretical
study to identify the design rules to achieve a successful transfer of the oxide to the desired
device substrate. To the extent possible, abundant elements and non-toxic solvents have
been used.

To sum up, the main objectives of the project are:

• Develop a new synthetic process to manufacture epitaxial Sr3Al2O6 sacrificial layers
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by chemical solution deposition (CSD).

• Study the compatibility of chemical methods to prepare CSD-BiFeO3/S3A2O6//SrTiO3

and ALD-Al2O3/S3A2O6//SrTiO3 multilayer heterostructures.

• Develop a process to selectively remove the sacrificial layer and subsequently exfo-
liate the oxide thin film.

• Perform a theoretical study on surface energy and interfacial adhesion to identify the
design rules to achieve a successful transfer of the oxide to the device substrate.

1.2 Previous work and organization

This project is framed within the general objectives and research interests of CHEMOX
team at ICMAB-CSIC, under the direction of Dr. Mariona Coll, which include:

• Functional oxides for energy applications. Oxides for photovoltaics.

• Engineering thin films and nanostructures. Development of new synthetic processes
and surface engineering.

• Study and implementation of chemical deposition processes: Chemical solution de-
position (CSD) and atomic layer deposition (ALD).

In order to develop the new approach to prepare cost effective Sr3Al2O6 layers and test its
viability as a sacrificial layer, this project builds on the experience of the group. The prepa-
ration of CSD-BiFeO3 and ALD-Al2O3 films are well established processes in the group
[16, 19], thus they have been adapted without carrying out any further optimization.

Most of this project, including the bulk of its experimental part, has been carried out in the
research facilities of ICMAB-CSIC (Barcelona). Exceptionally, STEM images and thermal
analysis (TGA/DTG and DSC) have been performed by collaborators at the University of
Chinese Academy of Sciences (Beijing) and Universidad de Málaga, respectively.

1.2.1 Gantt diagram

My involvement in the project covers from July 2019 to June 2020. In July 2019 I worked at
ICMAB-CSICwith an academic internship fromUAB (AutonomousUniversity of Barcelona).
From October 2019 to February 2020 I stayed at ICMAB-CSIC awarded with a JAE Intro
scholarship from CSIC. From March until June 2020 I completed the project as a Master’s
degree student of UPC (Polytechnic University of Catalonia). Due to the COVID-19 pan-
demic, experimental activity related to this work was suspended from March to May 2020.
As a contingency plan, a theoretical study to investigate the influence of interfacial energy
and work of adhesion in the process to transfer the epitaxial BiFeO3 film has been carried
out during these months.
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Tasks have been divided into four major blocks, as shown in the Gantt diagram, see Figure
1.1. Black bars designate the time invested in the major blocks. Otherwise, blue bars
correspond to the sub-tasks with which the primary assignments have been organized.
We aim at the following milestones (yellow diamonds):

1. Obtain a stable Sr3Al3O6 precursor solution

2. Obtain a highly crystalline and homogeneous Sr3Al3O6 sacrificial layer prepared by
CSD

3. Manufacture a CSD-BiFeO3/Sr3Al2O6//SrTiO3 heterostructure

4. Manufacture an ALD-Al2O3/Sr3Al2O6//SrTiO3 heterostructure

5. Exfoliate the Al2O3 layer by chemically removing the sacrificial layer

6. First studies to establish a general theory-based criterion, based on interfacial proper-
ties, to determine the most suitable materials to transfer and manipulate free-standing
oxide layers

7. Write the complete thesis of the project

Figure 1.1: Gantt diagram of the project.
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2 State of the art

2.1 Photovoltaics and ferroelectric perovskite oxides

The sun delivers more energy to Earth in one hour than humanity consumes over the course
of a year [20]. In a world increasingly concerned with finding alternatives to the highly pol-
luting and dangerous fossil and nuclear fuels, one of the most efficient ways to harvest solar
energy is to convert it into electricity, and thus take advantage of its vast abundance and
worldwide accessibility. Moreover, this could open the door to developing new strategies
to meet the global energy demands in a clean and environmentally respectful way.

In fact, solar energy will play a key role in meeting the requirements of the Paris Agreement
reached in 2015 to give an international and coordinated response to the challenges of the
global climate crisis. In the context of this agreement, the Plan Nacional Integrado de En-
ergía y Clima 2021-2030 (PNIEC) [1] for Spain stipulates that by 2030, CO2 emissions must
have been reduced by up to a 23% with respect to 1990, and the 42% of the total energy
consumption must come from renewable sources. According to this document pending ap-
proval (July 2020), it is expected that between 2020 and 2030, the installed power of solar
photovoltaic technology will be doubled, see Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Estimated installed power of renewable energy technologies (in MW ). Red
corresponds to solar photovoltaics [1].

Commercial crystalline Si solar cells are widely implemented throughout the world with ex-
cellent performance. It is reported that these devices represent about a 90% of the global
photovoltaic market, with power conversion efficiencies higher than 25% [21, 22]. Their
photovoltaic mechanism is based on the p-n junction effect, in which the absorbed photons
can pump electrons from the valence band of the light absorbing semiconductor material to
its conduction band [23, 24]. Consequently, the maximum voltage these instruments can
produce is limited by the electronic band-gap of the semiconductor. Also, the maximum
efficiency of single-junction solar cells is theoretically limited at a ∼ 33% under sunlight
(Sockley-Queisser limit) [25, 26]. Therefore, in order to move towards the enforcement
of solar energy as a viable and efficient alternative to non-renewable power sources, it is
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interesting to explore other photovoltaic materials and technologies, looking for ways to
overcome the shortcomings of current devices. Notably, the family of transition metal ox-
ides has aroused great interest for their vastity, the complexity of their correlated behaviour,
and the wealth of functional properties they display, among which may be a high chemical
and thermal stability, robustness and the non-toxicity of their components [27].

Ferroelectric perovskite oxides (FEPO) have emerged as some of the most promising light
collector materials for solar energy harvesting [28, 29]. Having a non-centrosymmetric
structure, ferroelectric perovskites provide a unique route to spontaneously separate pho-
togenerated electron-hole pairs, known as bulk photovoltaic effect, which allows to achieve
large above band-gap open-circuit voltages [30, 31, 32, 33]. Since the photovoltage is no
longer limited by the transition band-gap of the semiconductor, this phenomenon is thought
that could lead to efficiency values beyond predicted theoretical limits in conventional cells
[34, 35]. Also, they share the same structure as organic-inorganic hybrid perovskites, which
have achieved high efficiencies of up to 25.2% [21, 36] but are less stable. Nevertheless,
most of these ferroelectric oxide perovskites typically absorb in the ultraviolet energy range
(3-4 eV) [37, 38], far from the ideal ∼ 1.4 eV [39].

BiFeO3 (BFO) is among the most attractive lead-free perovskite oxides to be implemented
as the photoactive layer in FEPO photovoltaic devices. It is a multiferroic material, strongly
ferroelectric at room temperature and presents a relatively narrow band gap of 2.7 eV
[40, 41]. Interestingly, recent studies have reported that the incorporation of Co in BiFeO3

yields encouraging results in further reducing the band-gap from 2.7 to 2.3 eVwhile showing
high ferroelectric performance [16]. It has also been proven that rare earth (RE) substitu-
tion of the Bi-site minimizes the presence of secondary phases and film defects, besides
contributing to a general improvement of photovoltaic and ferroelectric properties [42, 43].

However, synthesis of BFO-based devices is not without challenges. The good traits of BFO
are linked to attaining an epitaxial growth of the film (preferred crystalline order) [44, 45, 46],
where the crystalline structure is determined by an underlying single-crystal substrate, see
Figure 2.2, and a high temperature thermal treatment [47]. Regardless the good results,
using single-crystal substrates hinders the applicability and especially the manipulation of
epitaxial oxide films, e.g. FEPOmaterials, excluding the possibility of manufacturing flexible
devices or integrating them in silicon type substrates, and thus decreasing their commercial
appeal. Furthermore, these very specific substrates are fragile, rigid and expensive.

Developing a new technology to unlink the complex oxide phase from the growth surface,
and thus obtain a free-standing epitaxial oxide film, would represent a huge step towards
the goal of achieving a highly efficient and low-cost oxide-based photovoltaic device, break-
ing the barrier of traditional rigid substrates. This innovative methodology would allow ma-
nipulation, integration and an unlimited use of FEPO materials, for example using flexible
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substrates and using polymer and textile substrates for smart devices . Furthermore, this
opportunity would open a whole new world of applications not only for photovoltaics, but
also for spintronics, opotoelectronics and microelectronics [48, 49, 50].

Figure 2.2: Structure of a perovskite oxide epitaxially grown on a perovskite substrate.

2.2 Free-standing epitaxial oxides

Many efforts have been devoted to developing procedures to expand the versatility of epi-
taxial oxide films, allowing their manipulation and integration into practical devices. These
includemechanical exfoliation, dry andwet-chemical etching treatments [48, 51]. Within the
latter technique, there are several variants. One of them is to destroy the growth substrate
with an etchant solution that does not damage the complex oxide layer, thereby allowing
to obtain a free-standing oxide film. However, this approach does not enable the substrate
to be recycled. Alternatively, it is interesting to incorporate a sacrificial layer between the
substrate and the complex oxide, whose removal by a chemical treatment allows both to
retrieve the original single-crystal substrate and the epitaxial free-standing thin film [52, 2].

For this process to be successful, the sacrificial layer needs to meet some requirements.
First, it should stand the complex oxide thermal crystallization treatment. Second, it must
be selectively removed by a chemical procedure that does not damage the active oxide
film. Moreover, in the case of preparing a free-standing epitaxial oxide, as in this project,
the sacrificial layer should be able to transfer the epitaxy to the complex oxide. So far,
promising results have been reported with (La,Sr)MnO3, which is selectively etched by an
acid blend, allowing to prepare and transfer single Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 layers [53] and other com-
plex architectures, such as SrRuO3/Pb(Zr,Ti)O3/SrRuO3 [54]. Also, Sr3Al2O6 (SAO) is an
effective water-soluble sacrificial layer, which has been already used to transfer a wide va-
riety of perovskite thin films and oxide structures, such as SrTiO3, SrTiO3/(La,Sr)MnO3 and
BiFeO3 [52, 55, 2]. However, the synthesis techniques currently applied to develop and
implement these oxide systems, such as Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) and Molecular-
Beam Epitaxy (MBE), require the use of high vacuum (between 10−7 and 10−3 mbar) and
high processing temperatures (600-900ºC), limiting their scalability and feasibility to be ap-
plied into mass-production assembly lines. Thus, it is crucial to find sustainable, scalable
and low-cost new processes to prepare and manipulate free-standing oxides with atomic
precision, more effectively and adaptively than with the current methods.
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The preparation of free-standing oxides by wet-etching of a sacrificial layer is based on the
following steps. See Figure 2.3 for an example using Sr3Al2O3 as the sacrificial layer, and
PDMS as a mechanical support to help release the free-standing oxide [2].

1. Development of a viable sacrificial layer

2. Build a complex multilayer heterostructure: oxide film / sacrificial layer // substrate,
see Figure 2.3(a)

3. Selectively remove the sacrificial layer in order to release the top oxide film with the
help of a polymer support, see Figure 2.3(b)

4. Transfer the free-standing oxide film to the desired new substrate, see Figure 2.3(c)

Figure 2.3: a) Schematic of a multilayer system with a Sr3Al2O6 buffer layer. b) The sacri-
ficial Sr3Al2O6 layer is dissolved in water to release the top oxide film with the mechanical
support of PDMS. c) The free-standing film is transferred to a substrate. Adapted from [2].

Once the sacrificial layer has been removed, it is important to capture the free-standing film
with the mechanical support of an adherent surface, such as a polymer support, see Figure
2.3(b). However, the ultimate long-term goal is to transfer the active film to substrates with
which we can build practical devices, e.g. perovskite/Si or perovskite/fabric. Therefore,
an extra complexity lies in relocating the perovskite thin film from the polymer to the new
substrate (silicon or otherwise). It has been reported that interfacial properties have an
important role in the nanoscale mechanical properties of the thin film/substrate system,
including adhesion and ease to exfoliate and transfer to a different surface [56, 57]. Hence,
by selecting appropriately the polymer support and substrate, thereby taking into account
the nature of the interfaces that are formed, it is expected that the handling capacity of the
complex oxide could be improved.

2.3 Low-cost methodologies to prepare thin films

In the context of this research, Chemical Solution Deposition (CSD) and Atomic Layer
Deposition (ALD) stand for highly appealing opportunities. They are versatile and cost-
effective deposition techniques, which allow to obtain thin films with precise nano-scale
control of composition and thickness.
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Chemical Solution Deposition (CSD) is an overarching term used to describe any solution-
based processing method, whereby a precursor solution is used to manufacture a thin film
[58, 59, 60]. It is a versatile method, which provides excellent stoichiometry control and
coverage of large surface areas, does not require vacuum conditions and it is relatively easy
to scale up to meet the demands of industrial production processes. The procedure starts
with the preparation of an homogeneous precursor solution from metalorganic compounds,
which are mixed in accordance to the stoichiomety of the desired phase. Thereupon, the
solution is deposited by spin-coating, followed by the removal of organic remains by drying,
thermal consolidation and crystallization [61]. Finally, if epitaxy is required, the sample is
subjected to a high temperature thermal treatment (rapid thermal annealing, tubular furnace
or hot plate), by which the desired crystalline phase is achieved. To avoid the appearance
of secondary phases, it is essential to have a deep understanding of the thermodynamic
and kinetic processes that take place in the conversion [61, 62], and adjust the treatment
accordingly. See Figure 2.4 for the basic steps of the procedure.

Figure 2.4: Basic process steps of the CSD method [3].

So far, CSD has proven effective in preparing thin films of some complex functional oxides
with ferroelectric properties [63], such as BiFeO3 [16] and PbZrxTi1−xO3 [64]. It has also
been successfully applied in the synthesis of superconducting and magnetic materials, e.g.
YBa2Cu3O7 and (La,Sr)MnO3, respectively [65, 61].

On the other hand, Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) is a low temperature (< 300ºC) and low-
vacuum (10−2 to 10 mbar) vapor phase technique capable of producing ultrathin coatings
with atomic level control of thickness and composition, and an excellent conformality on 3D
surfaces. ALD relies on the alternate pulsing of gaseous chemical precursors that react with
the substrate, resulting in the sequential deposition of monolayers. During each of these
gas-surface reactions, the precursors are pulsed into a chamber under low vacuum for a
certain optimized amount of time to allow the chemical compound to fully interact with the
substrate’s surface (self-limiting surface reaction). Subsequently, the chamber is purged
with an inert carrier gas to remove any unreacted precursor or reaction by-products. Since
every pulsing of precursors, i.e. cycle, deposits only one molecular layer, film thickness is
ultimately determined by the number of cycles [66, 67, 68].

In this project we investigate for the first time the viability of CSD and ALD to manufacture
thin film oxide/Sr3Al2O6 heterostructures on SrTiO3 substrates. Also, we study a procedure
to selectively remove the sacrificial layer, and thus obtain a free-standing oxide thin film.
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3 Experimental procedure

The experimental part of the work involves synthesizing and characterizing Sr2Al3O6 (SAO)
and BiFeO3 (BFO) thin films by CSD, and amorphous Al2O3 by ALD. In this section, we
describe in detail the procedure to obtain each of these thin films based on their composition
and deposition method. Also, we present the set of characterization techniques used for
their structural and morphological study.

3.1 Chemical Solution Deposition

3.1.1 Preparation of Sr2Al3O6 thin films

In this project, we report for the first time on a procedure to obtain Sr3Al2O6 thin films by
CSD. In order to find the optimal combination of precursors and solvents to achieve the
most stable, homogeneous and crystalline phase, two synthetic routes have been studied.

Nitrates route (N). Metal nitrate salts are highly soluble in water, they have a low decom-
position temperature and the high-volatility of their decomposition by-products minimizes
the presence of residual contaminants in the final solution [69]. Therefore, Sr3Al2O6 films
were prepared by using Sr(NO3)2 and Al(NO3)3 as chemical precursors. First, these pre-
cursors were weighted according to the stoichiometry of Sr3Al2O6. Next, they were mixed
in deionized water in order to obtain a final concentration of 0.25 M with respect to the sum
of metal cations (ΣMn+). Citric acid (C6H8O7, CA) was added with a CA/ΣMn+ ratio of 2:1,
acting as a chelating agent and also increasing the viscosity of the solution, thus improving
the quality of the films. Finally, the solution was left under continuous stirring at T = 90ºC
for 3 hours.

Metalorganics route (MO). Alternatively, we have also prepared Sr3Al2O6 thin films using
strontium acetate, Sr(CH3CO2)2, and aluminium acetylacetonate, Al(C5H7O2)3, metalor-
ganic precursors. In this case, the chemical precursors were dissolved in acetic acid and
no complexing agents were incorporated. To improve the stability of the solution, 5% wa-
ter was added. Then, the solution was left under continuous stirring at T = 60ºC for 3 hours.

In either case, deposition was performed on SrTiO3 (001)-oriented substrates. SrTiO3 is a
centrosymmetric non-conductive substrate with a c-axis parameter of 3.905 Å (STO) [70].
For its part, Sr3Al2O6 has a cubic unit cell with lattice constant 15.844 Å, corresponding to
four SrTiO3 cells (4 ·3.905 = 15.620 Å). Indeed, the mismatch between SrTiO3 and Sr3Al2O6

is very small, amounting to a minimal -1.41%. Hence, the atomic positions on the STO (001)
plane can be directly projected onto the Sr3Al2O6 (001) plane, leading to epitaxial growth.

Finally, the sample was subjected to a high temperature thermal treatment. An optimization
process was performed in order to establish the optimal annealing treatment conditions for
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both synthetic routes. Samples were subjected to a heating ramp of 5-25ºC/min, followed
by a 15 min - 1 h plateau at 500-900ºC, and a cooling ramp to room temperature [71].

3.1.2 Preparation of BiFeO3 thin films

In this case, precursor solutions were prepared by weighting the chemical nitrate precur-
sors, Bi(NO3)3 and Fe(NO3)3, according to the stoichiometry of the final film. Then, they
were mixed in a solvent blend of 2-methoxyethanol and acetic acid in order to obtain a
final concentration of 0.25 M, with respect to Bi. The solution dissolved completely after 30
minutes of stirring at T = 55ºC.

The solution deposition was performed by spin-coating in a nitrogen dry box whose humid-
ity was less than a 10%. 20 nm thin films were manufactured by depositing 15 µl of the 0.25
M BiFeO3 solution on the Sr3Al2O6//SrTiO3 structure, followed by spin-coating at 6000 rpm
for 1 min. After that, they were heated at 100ºC for 10 minutes and at 300ºC for 4 minutes.

Finally, samples were subjected to a high temperature thermal treatment by flash-heating at
the processing temperature, with anO2 flow of 0.6 l/min to help in the formation of the phase.
Note in Figure 3.1 that the sample is directly subjected to the BiFeO3 growth temperature,
600ºC, as previously optimized by the group [16, 72].

Figure 3.1: High temperature thermal treatment profile for 20 nm BiFeO3 thin films.

3.2 Atomic Layer Deposition

3.2.1 Preparation of Al2O3 thin films

Al2O3 thin films preparation by ALD was performed in collaboration with other members of
the CHEMOX group, at the Nanoquim Platform, ICMAB-CSIC (Barcelona).

The procedure consisted in the following steps. First of all, the substrate’s surface was acti-
vated by subjecting the Sr3Al2O6 thin film to a pre-treatment of O3. Once the substrate was
activated, deposition of Al2O3 layers was achieved through alternating pulses of gaseous
chemical precursors. To get started, vapor trimethylaluminium (TMA) was introduced into
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the reactor, adsorbing on and interacting with the substrate’s surface, see Figures 3.2(a)
and (b). Secondly, O3 was added into the reaction chamber to oxidize the new surface,
leading to the formation of the desired Al2O3 monolayer, see Figures 3.2(c) and (d).

With a growth rate per cycle of 0.12 nm/cycle, 400 cycles were carried out in order to obtain
a final thickness of 50 nm.

Figure 3.2: ALD growth cycle in four stages: a) Exposure of the first precursor (TMA) b)
Purge of the reaction chamber c) Exposure of the second precursor (oxidant) d) a further
purge of the reaction chamber. Adapted from [4].

3.3 Characterization techniques

3.3.1 Characterization of the structure

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD). XRD is a powerful nondestructive technique widely used to char-
acterize crystallinematerials. It provides information of the structure, including phase purity,
texture and crystallinity. The X-ray diffraction spectrum is produced by constructive inter-
ference of a monochromatic X-ray beam scattered at certain angles from each set of lattice
planes in the sample [73]. Measuring the angle corresponding to each peak θ, and knowing
the wavelength of the incident beam λ, it is possible to determine the interplanar spacing
of the crystal d by applying the Bragg law, see Equation 1.

λ = 2 d sinθ (1)

In this project, routine studies of phase purity and film crystallinity have been performed
by θ − 2θ scans, first orienting the substrate STO(001) and then scanning in 2θ from 20º to
80º. The incident angle θ is fixed, while the position of the detector changes, recording 2θ

values (difference between incident and reflected beams), see Figure 3.3. Our results have
been obtained with the following instrument located in the X-Ray Diffraction Laboratory at
ICMAB-CSIC (Barcelona): Siemens XRD Diffractometer D-5000 with Cu-Kα λ = 1.5418 Å.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic arrangement of an XRD diffractometer [5].

Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM). STEM is a powerful microscopy
technique that provides detailed information on elemental composition and crystalline struc-
ture at the atomic scale [74]. As the name implies, in STEM images are formed by trans-
mission of an electron beam through the sample, which must be ultra-thin and transparent
to electrons, usually less than 100 nm in thickness. Its operating principle consists of the
following steps: An electron gun generates a beam of particles that is focused by a lens
system to form an image of the electron source at the specimen (probe). Then, the probe is
scanned all over the sample in a raster pattern. Finally, transmitted and scattered electrons
(produced as a result of incident beam interaction with the sample) are detected, and their
intensity is plotted as a function of the probe’s position to configure a high resolution image
[75].

STEM is compatible with different types of detectors. In particular, in this work images
have been acquired by using the high-angle annular dark-field imaging mode (HAADF).
The key idea behind HAADF is that of angular selection of the scattered signal, i.e. the
detector’s annular geometry collects only electrons scattered to large angles, note in Figure
3.4 that the HAADF detector only collects scattered electrons with angles higher that β1.
This avoids collecting the Bragg reflections and allows for images that are not subject to
contrast reversals [76]. Besides, it has long been known that the Z-number dependence of
the signal varies with the scattering angle [77]. Hence, HAADF imaging makes use of this
property to obtain atomic-resolution images that are sensitive to the atomic number (Z).

Figure 3.4: Operation principle of an HAADF-STEM detector. Inner and outer semi-angles
of the annular detector are β1 and β2, detecting scattered electrons at high angles [6].
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In this project, STEM images have been obtained from thin film cross-sections by Roger
Guzmán at the School of Physical Sciences, group of Prof. Wu Zhou (University of Chinese
Academy of Sciences, Beijing). In order to perform a cross-section cut of the specimen, and
to reduce its thickness, samples have been processed with Focused Ion Beam (FIB). Then,
aberration-corrected STEM images have been acquired with the following instrument: Nion
HERMES-100, operated at 100 kV. HAADF images have been acquired using an annular
detector with collection semi-angle of 92 - 210 mrad (β1 - β2).

3.3.2 Surface morphology characterization

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). AFM is a scanning probe microscopy technique, which
is used in this work to characterize the surface morphology and roughness of thin films.
The instrument consists of an atomically sharp tip, which is attached to a cantilever. Weak
interaction forces between the sample and the probe tip cause the cantilever to deflect as
the film’s surface topography changes. A laser beam is then reflected from the back of
the cantilever to measure its deflection. Finally, this information is fed back to a computer,
which generates a topographic image [78, 79], see the working principle in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Scheme and operation principle of an AFM microscope [7].

AFM is essentially operated in two basic modes. In contact mode, the tip is dragged across
the surface, holding continuous contact with the film. Otherwise, in dynamicmode the probe
is vibrated above the sample. The cantilever’s oscillation amplitude changes with surface
topography, thus topography images are obtained by monitoring these changes.

AFM topographymeasurements have been performed with the following instrument located
in the Scanning Probe Microscopy Laboratory at ICMAB-CSIC (Barcelona): Keysight 5100
AFM microscope. 2.5µm x 2.5µm images have been acquired and subsequently analyzed
with the MountainsMap Premium software.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). SEM is a microscopy technique which produces
images of conductive samples by scanning their surface with a focused beam of electrons.
The electrons interact with atoms in the specimen, producing different signals that contain
information on surface topography and composition. These interactions are divided into
inelastic scattered electrons and elastic scattered electrons, resulting in secondary and
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backscattered electrons respectively. The latter come from deeper regions of the sample,
whereas secondary electrons originate mostly in the surface, see SEM interaction volume
of the electron beam in Figure 3.6. Therefore, the two carry different types of information.
Backscattered images show high sensitivity to differences in atomic number, hence allow
qualitative elemental analysis. On the other hand, secondary electrons imaging can pro-
vide more detailed surface information [80, 81]. In addition to those, the electron incident
beam can also produce X-rays and Auger electrons, see Figure 3.6.

Complementing the information provided by SEM imaging, Energy-Dispersive X-ray spec-
trometry (EDX), offers a standard procedure to identify and quantify elemental compositions
in very small specimens. As mentioned above, in a SEM instrument, the atoms on the sam-
ple’s surface are excited by the electron beam, emitting specific wavelengths of X-rays that
are characteristic to the atomic structure of elements. An energy dispersive detector can
analyze these X-ray emissions, thus performing elemental characterization [82].

Figure 3.6: SEM interaction volume of electron beam inside the specimen [8].

SEM topography images have been obtained with the QUANTADEI 200 FEG-ESEM instru-
ment by the Electron Microscopy Service at ICAMB-CSIC (Barcelona). This microscope is
equipped with an Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) system for chemical elemental analysis.

3.3.3 Thermal analysis

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). Thermogravimetry is a technique in which the mass
of a substance (and its reaction by-products) is measured as a function of temperature and
mass loss, whilst the sample is subjected to a controlled temperature program [83, 84].
This measurement provides physical information related to the thermal stability of a mate-
rial, such as temperature-driven phase transitions and thermal decomposition. Additionally,
from the first derivative of a TGA curve it is possible to obtain the derivative thermogravime-
try (DTG) spectrum, which is of assistance when there are overlapping reactions.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). DSC is a technique in which the difference in
energy required to increase the temperature of a sample and a reference material is mea-
sured as a function of temperature, with both the substance of interest and reference ma-
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terial subjected to a controlled thermal program [83, 84]. This technique can be used to
determine the temperature at which the sample undergoes physical or chemical transfor-
mations, such as phase transitions. In particular, DSC spectra allows to identify exothermic
(e.g. crystallization, crosslinking reactions) and endothermic processes (e.g. melting, glass
transition), which by agreement correspond to peaks up and down, respectively.

In this project, TGA/DTG and DSC curves have been simultaneously acquired to deter-
mine at which temperature the Sr3Al2O6 chemical precursors decompose. Measurements
were performed in collaboration with Servicios Centrales de Investigación (Universidad
de Málaga), with the following instrument: TG-DSC of Mettler Toledo + THERMOSTAR
GSD320 of PFEIFFER VACUUM, equipped with an oven HT1600 and microbalance MX5.
Measuring conditions consisted in a temperature program ranging from 30ºC to 1000ºC at
a heating rate of 10ºC/min, with a 50 ml/min O2 flow.

3.3.4 Contact angle measurements

In this project, contact angle measurements have been performed to obtain the surface free
energy of oxide, polymer and Si surfaces. The contact angle of a solid-liquid interface can
be determined by using a Drop Shape Analyzer (DSA), which allows to carry out simple
measuring procedures with a high degree of automation possibilities [85]. It incorporates a
manual drop deposition system, with which a small volume of a properly selected solvent
is placed on the surface to study. Then, an image of the interfacial system is obtained, and
specific fitting software is used to determine the contact angle. The instrument is equipped
with an automatic dispenser, which makes possible to work with volumes of a few micro-
liters, keeping a high reproducibility between replicas.

Contact angle measurements have been performed with a Drop Shape Analyzer DSA 100
from KRÜSS located at the cleanroom Nanoquim Platform, ICMAB-CSIC (Barcelona). In-
terface images have been analyzed with the Drop Shape Analysis software.
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4 Study of the Sr3Al2O6 sacrificial layer

4.1 Sr3Al2O6 thermal analysis

Sr3Al2O6//SrTiO3 thin films have been prepared in accordance with the experimental pro-
cedure described in Section 3.1.1. In order to study the crystallization process of the films,
it is important to first perform a thermogravimetric analysis. To do this, we have removed
the solvents from each precursor solution using a rotary evaporator, and then we have per-
formed TGA/DTG and DSC measurements with the dried chemical precursors, see Figure
4.1.

Nitrates route (N). TGA/DTG curves in Figures 4.1(a) and (b) show four-step mass losses.
The first step, between 100ºC and 270ºC, corresponds to a mass loss of 53%, whilst the
second appears in the range from 270ºC to 550ºC, with a 20% mass loss. Interestingly,
an exothermic sharp peak arises simultaneously with the first step, see the DSC spectrum
in Figure 4.1(c). These processes are compatible with several simultaneous phenomena.
For instance, in the range from 150ºC to 400ºC, we expect processes such as dehydration
and condensation of Al(NO3)3 to Al2O(NO3)3 and Al2O2(NO3)2, and the release of N-based
compounds (NO2, NO, HNO3) [86, 87]. Also, citric acid could undergo partial decomposition
and transformation to aconitic acid, which would explain the exothermic behaviour [88, 89].
The second gradual mass loss is accompanied by several exothermic peaks. In this step,
Sr(NO3)2, which is stable up to 280ºC, gradually decomposes to become crystalline SrO,
with NO2 and O2 volatilization at 600ºC [90]. Finally, decomposition and Sr3Al2O6 formation
occurs from 740ºC to 900ºC, which is consistent with the large endothermic process in the
DSC curve, see Figure 4.1(c).

Figure 4.1: Nitrates route: a) TGA spectrum b) DTG spectrum c) DSC spectrum. Metalor-
ganics route: d) TGA spectrum e) DTG spectrum f) DSC spectrum.

Metalorganics route (MO). In this case, three mass loss steps are detected: from 100ºC
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to 270ºC (41%), from 270ºC to 480ºC (19%) and from 710ºC to 960ºC (10%), see Figures
4.1(d) and (e). The first step corresponds to an endothermic process attributed to dehy-
dration and decomposition of aluminium acetylacetonate to Al2O3 [91]. The second step is
most likely due to melting and decomposition of Sr(CH3CO2)2 into SrCO3, and release of
CO2 and acetone. In fact, this process is expected to result in a sharp exothermic peak [92],
which is indeed verified with the corresponding DSC spectrum, see Figure 4.1(f). The final
decomposition process occurs between 800ºC and 950ºC, corresponding to the transfor-
mation of strontium carbonate into SrO, thus allowing the formation of the Sr3Al2O6 phase.

Note that in either case, the final decomposition occurs between 800ºC and 900ºC. There-
fore, in order to achieve a successful Sr3Al2O6 crystallization, it is required to subject the
material to at least 800ºC. Otherwise, this thermal analysis provides a guiding idea of the
decomposition process, which may slightly vary when applied to a thin film system.

4.2 Sr3Al2O6 thin film structure and surface morphology characterization

Following the thermogravimetric analysis, Sr3Al2O6 thin films have been prepared as de-
scribed in Section 3.1.1. Upon film deposition and thermal treatment, the sample prepared
from N route is homogeneous, with a flat and continuous central area, without discernible
surface defects by optical microscope, see Figure 4.2(a). On the other hand, the sample
prepared from MO route shows a radial pattern, with line-shaped markings extending in
all directions from the centre, see Figure 4.2(b). This pattern is reported to be common in
wet films manufactured from an acetate-based precursor solution, resulting from the pres-
ence of uncoordinated acetate ligands, which arrange themselves with their single polar
carboxylate groups (COO−) pointed towards the substrate. Thereby, they form a mono-
layer with a non-polar hydrophobic top surface, hindering a satisfactory wetting behavior
[61]. Interestingly, the sample in Figure 4.2(c), where a 5% water was added to the acetate
solution (MO route), no longer shows these radial patterns. Thus, it is shown that mixing
solvents changes hydrophilicity, contributing to improve the morphology of the films.

Figure 4.2: Sr3Al2O6 thin films optical microscope images (after deposition and thermal
treatment): a) Nitrates route b) Metalorganics route c) Metalorganics route + 5% H2O -
black scale bar = 1 mm.

From this point onward, we proceed to study in detail the samples prepared in accordance
with the N and MO + 5% H2O routes, from here on MO route.
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In order to investigate the crystallinity and phase purity of the Sr3Al2O6 samples, XRD
θ-2θ scans have been performed, see Figures 4.3(a) and (b). The most intense peaks
correspond to the (00l) reflections of the SrTiO3 substrate, whilst the smaller shoulders
appearing on their left are identified as the analogous (004), (008), see Figure 4.3(b), and
(0012) reflections of the Sr3Al2O6 phase, indicating epitaxial growth. Moreover, we observe
that none of the acquired spectra show any extra Bragg reflection, suggesting that we have
indeed been able to induce pure-phase and epitaxial Sr3Al2O6 growth.

Figure 4.3: a) XRD θ-2θ scans of the Sr3Al2O6 thin films prepared from: N and MO routes
b) spectrum in the 44-49º 2θ interval.

A way to assess the accommodation between the substrate and the new phase is to deter-
mine their lattice mismatch, see Equation 2 [93], where c′SAO = cSAO/4, and csubstrate = cSTO

= 3.905 Å [70]. c′SAO values have been obtained with Bragg’s law (Equation 1), from the
(004) and (008) 2θ angles in Figure 4.3(a). We observe that Sr3Al2O6 experiences a minimal
in-plane compressive strain, with ϵm less than - 1.20% in all the samples, see Table 4.1.
Otherwise, we notice that there is a small difference in mismatch between the N and MO
films, which could be due to a distinct quality of the crystalline phase. A reciprocal space
map (RSM) should be performed to study it more thoroughly, but it is out of the scope of
this project. Ultimately, from all these results we conclude that both the N and MO routes
give rise to crystalline and epitaxial thin films.

ϵm =
csubstrate − c′SAO

c′SAO

(2)

Table 4.1: 2θ values from (004) and (008) Bragg reflections, c-axis parameter, c′ and ϵm of
the Sr3Al2O6 thin films prepared from: N and MO routes.

Sample 2θ (004) (º) 2θ (008) (º) c′SAO (Å) cSAO (Å) ϵm (%)
N 22.520 45.900 3.951 ± 0.004 15.804 ± 0.017 -1.166 ± 0.001
MO 22.579 45.963 3.945 ± 0.006 15.779 ± 0.024 -1.101 ± 0.001

Homogeneity and uniformity are other important parameters to characterize the quality of
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thin films. Since the photoactive material must be deposited on the Sr3Al2O6 layer, any un-
derlying phase morphology defects will also spread to the top oxide film, which in turn could
hamper the etching of sacrificial layer and lead to a lower photovoltaic performance of the
device. Indeed, high leakage currents in oxide thin films have been attributed, among other
phenomena, to the presence of grain boundaries and other morphology defects, resulting
in significant variations to the optical and electrical response of the material [94, 95, 96].

To characterize the surface morphology of our thin films, AFM images have been acquired,
see Figure 4.4. We notice that the sample prepared with nitrate precursors has the lowest
roughness, with 2 nm (Rrms value), see Figure 4.4(a). Instead, the MO route gives rise
to a higher value of 5 nm. Also, in Figure 4.4(b) we observe scattered small black spots,
which could indicate that this is a porous sample. Overall, the nitrates route stands as the
most promising, leading to samples with a smooth surface and low roughness.

Figure 4.4: 2.5 µm x 2.5 µm AFM topography images and surface soughness (Rrms) of
the Sr3Al2O6 thin films prepared from: a) Nitrates route b) Metalorganics route.

So far we have seen that the Sr3Al2O6 samples prepared with nitrate precursors have a ho-
mogeneous and smooth surface, with the lowest roughness and least morphology defects.
Furthermore, they are highly crystalline, epitaxial and pure-phase. For these reasons, and
also due to the high stability of water-nitrates precursor solutions, from now on we will focus
on studying this type of thin films.

In order to further characterize the microstructure of the Sr3Al2O6 thin film, N route, a STEM
cross-section study has been performed, see Figure 4.5. We observe that the sample ex-
hibits a highly ordered microscopic structure and textured phase, extending all the way from
the SrTiO3//Sr3Al2O6 interface up to the surface, without visible amorphous areas, pores or
grain boundaries. Notice in the insets of higher magnification that we have achieved an epi-
taxial phase, with the atoms of the material (white spots) arranged in a single-crystal lattice.

To sum up, with the present thin film characterization study we have proven that Sr3Al2O6

films prepared by CSD are highly crystalline, epitaxial and pure-phase; no parasitic phases
have been detected. Moreover, they have a homogeneous and smooth surface, and STEM
cross-section shows a highly crystalline order. Therefore, we proceed to study the proce-
dure to chemically remove this film, in order to be used as a sacrificial layer.
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Figure 4.5: Sr3Al2O6//SrTiO3 Z-contrast cross-section STEM image - includes insets of
higher magnification to show the Sr3Al2O6 crystallographic order at the atomic level.

4.3 Sr3Al2O6 etching by chemical solvents

One of the most important requirements of the sacrificial layer is that it can be selectively
removed by a chemical treatment that does not damage the free-standing oxide, see Sec-
tion 2.2. We are interested in performing tests with chemical solvents, in order to assess
which one would be more appropriate to dissolve the sacrificial layer. To the extent possi-
ble, we prioritize the use of green chemicals. Accordingly, the effect of three common use
solvents (acetone, methanol and water) has been examined on Sr3Al2O6, immersing such
samples in the corresponding solution for 1 min. In addition to the aforementioned common
solvents, we have also studied a blend of acetic acid and 2-methoxyethanol, since it is the
mixture used to prepare the precursor solution of BiFeO3, this being the photoactive phase
that could be interesting to obtain as a free-standing layer. The outcome of each treatment
has been compared with an unscathed, as grown, sample, see Figure 4.6(a).

We observe that acetone significantly degrades the sample, although it does not completely
eliminate the film, while methanol amplifies the effect of inhomogeneities at the edges, see
Figures 4.6(b) and (c) respectively. On the other hand, the solvent blend of acetic acid and
2-methoxyethanol (1:3) does not seem to affect the sample, Figure 4.6(d). Finally, we verify
that Sr3Al2O6 is highly soluble in water, being that the thin film was entirely removed when
we plunged the sample into Milli-Q water for 1 min, see Figure 4.6(e).

Figure 4.6: Optical microscope images of Sr3Al2O6 thin films. a) as grown. Upon exposure
to: b) acetone c) methanol d) acetic acid + 2-methoxyethanol e) Milli-Q water - black scale
bar = 1 mm.
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Therefore, we have proved that H2O is an effective solvent to selectively remove Sr3Al2O6

films. Since water is green and abundant, this places Sr3Al2O6 as a highly attractive oxide
to serve as a sacrificial layer. In the next section, its viability will be tested with two oxide
systems: BiFeO3 and Al2O3.
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5 Study of an all-chemical heterostructure based on Sr3Al2O6

sacrificial layer

5.1 BiFeO3/Sr3Al2O6//SrTiO3 heterostructure

20 nm CSD-BiFeO3 thin films have been deposited on CSD-Sr3Al2O6//SrTiO3 in accor-
dance with the experimental procedure described in Section 3.1. Then, characterization of
the multilayer system was performed by XRD and STEM.

In order to investigate its crystallinity and phase purity, XRD θ-2θ scans have been per-
formed, see Figure 5.1. The orange spectrum corresponds to the BiFeO3/Sr3Al2O6//SrTiO3

heterostructure and the green spectrum corresponds to a Sr3Al2O6//SrTiO system (N route).
The most intense peaks correspond to the (001), (002) and (003) reflections of the SrTiO3

substrate. We observe other peaks appearing as shoulders at 22.6º, 46.0º and 71.7º, which
can be attributed to the (00l) reflections of both Sr3Al2O6 and BiFeO3. However, it is diffi-
cult to unambiguously identify it, because the Sr3Al2O6 and BiFeO3 (00l) Bragg reflections
overlap. Otherwise, note that the spectrum does not show any extra reflection, suggesting
that no secondary phases have appeared.

Figure 5.1: XRD θ-2θ scans of the CSD-Sr3Al2O6//SrTiO3 and BiFeO3/Sr3Al2O6//SrTiO3

systems.

We studied the microstructure of the BiFeO3/Sr3Al2O6//SrTiO3 system by acquiring STEM
images from a cross-section of the sample, see Figure 5.2(a). Rather than a multilayer
structure, we have obtained a nanocomposite film, in which perfectly square-shaped parti-
cles have appeared inside a matrix of 60 nm films. Therefore, it is shown that no Sr3Al2O6

intact film remains after BiFeO3 deposition by CSD.

In order to further characterize the structure, high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) images
were acquired. This high-resolution microscopy imaging mode provides elemental compo-
sition and crystalline order information at the atomic scale, see Figure 5.2(b). We notice that
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the nanoparticles are also constituted by crystalline phase, note the highly ordered atomic
arrangement. Furthermore, the HAADF detector is very sensitive to variations in the atomic
number, allowing to obtain Z-contrast scanning images to perform elemental analysis. In
Figure 5.2(b) we observe several snapshots from the same region of the sample, but differ-
ent areas are colored with brighter tones depending on the concentration of the indicated
element (Sr, Al, Fe or O). Accordingly, we realize that the inset square-shaped particles
are especially rich in Sr and Al, whilst the matrix contains mostly Fe and O. Therefore, it is
likely that by adding BiFeO3, the Sr3Al2O6 layer dissolves within the new phase.

Figure 5.2: a) Cross-section STEM images of BiFeO3/Sr3Al2O6//SrTiO3 heterostructure b)
High-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) images.

To sum up, here we have shown that BiFeO3 deposition on Sr3Al2O6 by CSD gives rise
to a nanocomposite material, where Sr and Al-rich square-shaped nanoparticles arise in-
side a BiFeO3-rich matrix. Also, both the particles and matrix are crystalline phases. This
interesting discovery encouraged us to investigate ALD as a low-temperature alternative
deposition methodology to obtain free-standing oxides, preserving the integrity of Sr3Al2O6

and minimizing interdiffusion between the two phases. As a proof of concept, in this project
we have used a binary oxide, Al2O3, prepared by ALD.

5.2 Al2O3/Sr3Al2O6//SrTiO3 heterostructure

Al2O3 has been deposited by ALD on CSD-Sr3Al2O6//SrTiO3 in accordance with the ex-
perimental procedure described in Section 3.2. Unlike CSD, with ALD we work at a lower
temperature (250ºC), which helps to avoid diffusion between phases. Also, it is a process
based on the deposition of precursors in the gas phase, annulling the possibility of dissolv-
ing the Sr3Al2O6 layer with solvents of the upper layer. Upon Al2O3 deposition, our next
step is to assess whether we can obtain an Al2O3 free-standing film by developing a pro-
cedure to selectively remove the Sr3Al2O6 buffer, while capturing the binary oxide with the
mechanical support of a polymer substrate, see Figure 2.3 in Section 2.2.
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5.2.1 Exfoliation procedure to obtain a free-standing Al2O3 layer

In order to achieve an effective exfoliation of the free-standing oxide, it is essential to take
some aspects into consideration. First, in order to allow the etchant solution (water) to dis-
solve the sacrificial layer, we have seen that it is necessary to coat the edges of Sr3Al2O6

with PMMA (Poly(methyl methacrylate)) before depositing the Al2O3 film, see Figure 5.3(a).
This edge masking is crucial to prevent the borders of the sample from being completely
wrapped by Al2O3 during the ALD deposition. PMMA coating is accomplished by spreading
liquid polymer along the edges of the Sr3Al2O6 film with a syringe, then placing the sample
on a hot plate and subjecting it to a thermal treatment of 180ºC for 1 minute, whereby the
resin is hardened [97, 98].

Once the Al2O3 film has been deposited, see Figure 5.3(b), the PMMA mask needs to be
removed. Thereby, the edges of the sample are again exposed and water can easily etch
the Sr3Al2O6 layer, see Figure 5.3(c). PMMA is dissolved by immersing the sample into an
acetone bath for 24 hours [99]. Note in Figure 5.3(d) that neither the Al2O3 (purple film) nor
the Sr3Al2O6 (yellow) are significantly damaged after the acetone cleaning treatment.

Figure 5.3: Scheme of the process to obtain free-standing Al2O3 films: a) PMMA coating
and ALD-Al2O3 deposition b) Optical microscope image of an Al2O3/Sr3Al2O6//SrTiO3 sys-
tem after PMMA coating c) PMMA removal - Al2O3 thin film d) Optical microscope image
of the Al2O3/Sr3Al2O6//SrTiO3 system after PMMA removal with acetone e) Immersion in
Milli-Q water of the PDMS supported Al2O3/Sr3Al2O6//SrTiO3 heterostructure for Sr3Al2O6

etching f) PDMS/Al2O3 separation from SrTiO3 substrate g) Optical microscope image of
Al2O3 transferred to PDMS.

Finally, a piece of PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane) (cross-linker:prepolymer [1:10]) [2, 52,
100] is attached over the sample in order to assist retrieving the free-standing Al2O3 film
once water has etched the sacrificial layer, offering a support to which the oxide can ad-
here. Therefore, the system is plunged into a beaker filled with Milli-Q water for 12 hours
to 2 days in order to dissolve the Sr3Al2O6, see Figure 5.3(e), after which we separate
the PDMS from the SrTiO3 substrate, see Figure 5.3(f). Through this procedure, we have
managed to partially exfoliate the oxide film. Note in Figure 5.3(g) that some Al2O3 areas
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have been indeed successfully transferred to the polymeric support.

Morphology and composition characterizations of the exfoliated layer have been performed
by SEM and EDX. In order to carry out observations with SEM it is necessary to use a con-
ductive substrate. Thus, we transferred the exfoliated Al2O3 to a strip of conductive carbon
tape, see Figure 5.4(a). On the left side of Figure 5.4(b) we see the Al2O3 layer transferred
to the C tape (SEM). If we look at the shape of the film, we note that it corresponds exactly
to that we had before on PDMS (see the right side of Figure 5.4(b)), indicating that it has
been satisfactorily transferred to the conductive carbon stripe. Note in Figure 5.4(c) that the
thin film appears mostly intact, which denotes that the peel-off mechanism has not caused
significant damage.

Figure 5.4: a) Scheme of the transfer procedure of an Al2O3 thin film from PDMS to a strip
of conductive C tape. SEM-EDX analysis of the transfer-printed film: b) SEM image, 60
X - includes an image of PDMS support with Al2O3 layer c) SEM image, 600 X d) EDX
spectrum obtained from the transferred layer on carbon tape.

The composition of the exfoliated film was analyzed by EDX. This technique allows to per-
form qualitative elemental analysis of the sample, see spectrum in Figure 5.4(d). We have
detected the presence of C, O and Al. The carbon signal comes from the tape, however
the aluminium signal clearly indicates that the sample contains this element, which would
be consistent with being transferred the Al2O3 thin film.

In conclusion, we have proved that ALD Al2O3 thin films can be successfully exfoliated from
amultilayer system bywater etching of Sr3Al2O6. Furthermore, these results make versatile
and low-cost ALD an attractive candidate to synthesize free-standing oxides, which could
help unlock the whole potential of this novel technology, allowing implementation into a
wide spectrum of applications, including photovoltaics.
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However, as we have seen, achieving a complete transfer of the free-standing oxide is not
easy. Thus, it is interesting to study the nature of the interfaces involved in the exfoliation
mechanism in order to optimize it and to offer a new platform to transfer the free-standing
oxide to novel substrates, with which we can build practical devices, such as Si or intelligent
textiles. In light of this, we perform a theoretical study on surface effects and adhesion
phenomena, moving towards the goal of finding a general theory-based criterion, based on
interfacial properties, to determine the most suitable materials to transfer and manipulate
free-standing oxide layers.
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6 Theoretical study on surface energy and work of adhesion to
optimize the transfer of the thin film oxide

In order to develop a first approximation towards a theory-based criterion for determining
the aptest supports to handle and transfer free-standing oxides, here we have examined the
concepts of surface energy and interfacial adhesion applied to the heterostructures that we
have studied in the project. In particular, we have investigated the following oxide/substrate
systems: Al2O3/PDMS, Al2O3/Si, BiFeO3/PDMS and BiFeO3/Si. The interest in Si arises
from the fact that excellent PV performance has been reported with perovskite/silicone tan-
dem solar cells (halide pervoskites) [101]. Therefore, it is also very interesting to explore
new mechanisms to transfer epitaxial perovskite oxides to Si, taking advantage of the good
absorption properties of Si and the above open-circuit voltages of BiFeO3.

With this goal in mind, the present section consists of two clearly differentiated parts. First,
we carry out a strictly theoretical study on surface energy and work of adhesion, headed
towards identifying the design rules to achieve a successful transfer of the oxide film to a
hypothetical substrate. Secondly, we examine the specific cases of the surfaces mentioned
above. In order to determine the work of adhesion of the interfaces, we have performed
contact angle measurements and calculated the surface free energy of each material.

6.1 Calculation of Surface Free Energy (SFE) of a solid

The surface free energy (SFE) of a solid is a parameter of great importance in the study
of interfacial systems, since it has consequential repercussions to the wettability, adhesion
and reactivity of the material. In fact, “surface engineering” is now considered as an inde-
pendent field of science [102], with prominent implications in materials science, nanotech-
nology, microelectronics, and other disciplines in which interacting with a surface plays a
key role in the development of new applications.

A very simple, empiric way of evaluating surface properties of amaterial is by calculating the
contact angle (θ) of its surface with a selected solvent. Interestingly, the relation between
surface energy and contact angle has been known for more than 200 years by Thomas
Young (1773-1829) [103]. See Equation 3 (Young equation), where γs is the SFE of a
solid, γl is the surface tension of a liquid and γsl is the interfacial energy of the system
solid-liquid.

γs = γsl + γl cosθ (3)

Quantities γl and θ can easily be measured, see Figure 6.1 [104] for a visual definition of the
Young contact angle. However, γsl is generally unknown. Therefore, in order to determine
γs, we need more equations.
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Figure 6.1: The angle formed by the intersection of the liquid-solid and liquid-vapor inter-
faces, geometrically acquired by applying a tangent line from the contact point along the
liquid-vapor interface, is defined as the Young contact angle, θ [9].

From the quantities in Equation 3, it is possible to define an expression for the work of
adhesion of a solid-liquid system. See Equation 4 (Dupré relationship), where Wadh is the
work of adhesion.

Wadh = γs + γl − γsl (4)

This expression can be generalized to any system consisting of two phases A and B, see
Equation 5 [105].

Wadh = γA + γB − γAB (5)

Combining Equations 3 and 4, we find the Young-Dupré equation, which relates the work
of adhesion with the contact angle θ, see Equation 6.

Wadh = γl (1 + cosθ) (6)

These expressions allow us to establish relations between different parameters of interest
in the study of an interfacial system. However, in order to determine the value of γs we need
to apply some empirical approach or approximation. In the following sections, we describe
three experimental methods based on the calculation of θ to determine SFE. Additionally,
we review a theoretical procedure to estimate γs from extrapolating data of polymer melt.

The Zisman model

Developed by W.A. Zisman, this is the one of the simplest methods to calculate the SFE
of a solid [106]. This model assumes that the surface energy of a solid is equivalent to its
critical surface tension γc, which corresponds to the γl value of a liquid for which the contact
angle with the aforementioned solid is 0º.

The γc value can be easily obtained from a cosθ vs. surface tension plot. First, the contact
angle is measured using a series of solvents of different nature and wettability, as long as a
drop can be formed at the solid-liquid interface. Then, these values are represented in the
form of cosθ against the corresponding surface tension, and an extrapolation is performed
to determine the value of γl for which cosθ = 1, thus θ = 0º. Right at this point, γl = γc ≈ γs,
see Figure 6.2 for an example of a basic Zisman plot.
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Figure 6.2: Zisman plot: cosθ vs. surface tension [10].

The Zisman model has the advantage of being very simple from a conceptual point of view.
Also, its application only requires a series of contact angle measurements and a linear
extrapolation. Other than that, the method proposed by Zisman does not take into account
the effect of polar interactions, thus a different approach should be considered to determine
the SFE of polar surfaces.

Equations of state

So far we have seen that γsl is a parameter which depends on the properties of an interfacial
system consisting of a solid and liquid. This is reflected in the so-called equation of state,
see Equation 7 [107].

γsl = f(γs, γl) (7)

Finding a consistent and justified formulation for this equation of state has been the subject
of numerous studies. For example, according to D. Berthelot [108], γsl can be calculated
from Equation 8. Likewise, Grifalco and Good reformulated Berthelot’s equation by intro-
ducing and interaction parameter Φ [109], see Equation 9.

γsl = γs + γl − 2
√
γs γl (8)

γsl = γs + γl − 2 Φ
√
γs γl (9)

The interaction parameterΦ is defined in accordance with Equation 10, where Vs and Vl cor-
respond to the molar volume of each component of the system (solid and liquid). Nonethe-
less, in the case of an interfacial system, in which both components interact equally, it can
be assumed that Φ ≈ 1.

Φ =
4 (VsVl)

1
3(

V
1
3
s + V

1
3
l

)2 (10)

Combining any of these equations with the Young Equation 3, we find an expression where
γs only depends on γl and the contact angle θ, which can be easily measured. For example,
using the Berthelot Equation 8, we find Equation 11.
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γs = γl +
(1 + cosθ)2

4
(11)

A.W. Neumann derived three other forms of the equation of state, see Equations 12, 13 and
14, where β1 = 1.247 · 10−4 and β2 = 1.057 · 10−4 [107, 110]. However, these β coefficients
have been determined experimentally, which raises doubts as whether they are universal
constants or empirical quantities obtained as a result of iterative procedures. Consequently,
the use of these equations remains shrouded in some controversy.

γsl =

√
γs −

√
γl

1− 0.015
√
γsγl

(12)

γsl = γs + γl − 2
√
γs γl · e−β1(γl−γs)2 (13)

γsl = γs + γl − 2
√
γs γl ·

(
1− β2(γl − γs)

2
)

(14)

The Fowkes model

The most common method to compute the SFE of polar surfaces is the Fowkes model [10].
According to this model, the problem can be approached by separating the surface energy
of a solid into its components: dispersive (Van der Waals interactions) and polar [111], see
Equation 15, where γDs and γPs are the dispersive and polar components of γs respectively.

γs = γDs + γPs (15)

Although it is usual to reduce the system to dispersive and polar interactions, in more gen-
eral terms all interactions involved in the system should also be considered: induced (γinds ),
hydrogen bond (γHs ), acid-base (γAB

s )... , see Equation 16 [112].

γs = γDs + γPs + γinds + γHs + γAB
s + ... (16)

Combining the Dupré Equation 4 and the Berthelot Equation of state 8, we find the following
expression for the work of adhesion,

Wadh = 2
√
γsγl

Considering the Fowkes theory (Equation 15), we can rewrite the expression for Wadh, so
that it depends on the dispersive and polar components of γs and γl, see Equation 17.

Wadh = 2
[√

γDs γDl +
√
γPs γ

P
l

]
(17)

Now, we use the Young-Dupré Equation 6 to get to an expression in which only γs, γl and
θ appear, see Equation 18.

γl(1 + cosθ)

2
=

[√
γDs γDl +

√
γPs γ

P
l

]
(18)
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Thus, in order to find the SFE of a solid it is necessary to use two different liquids of which
the surface tension is known, determine the contact angle between each of these two liquids
and the solid, and then solve the following system of equations,

γl,1(1 + cosθ1)

2
=

[√
γDs γDl,1 +

√
γPs γ

P
l,1

]
γl,2(1 + cosθ2)

2
=

[√
γDs γDl,2 +

√
γPs γ

P
l,2

]
In such a way, we obtain both the dispersive and polar components of γs.

An easy way to tackle this problem is using a solvent whose surface tension has no polar
component. For example, chloroform has a surface energy of γDl = 27.2mN/m, with γPl = 0

[113]. In this case, γDs can be trivially calculated with Equation 19. As a second solvent to
determine γPs it is usual to work with water (γDl = 26.4 mN/m, γPl = 46.4 mN/m).

γDs =
γDl (1 + cosθ)2

4
(19)

So far, we have seen three experimental methods to determine the SFE value of a solid. In
each of them, the basis lies in carefully choosing one or more solvents and determining the
contact angle between these liquids and the surface of the solid. Likewise, it is necessary to
know the surface tension values of the selected solvents. Themeasurements of the contact
angles can be performed with a drop shape analyzer equipment, see Section 3.3.4.

Estimation of γs from extrapolating data of polymer melt

Interestingly, it is possible to obtain an approximate value of SFE for solid polymers from
extrapolating data of the melt, andmore specifically, from the parachor constant of the liquid
polymer. This allows to compute an estimate γs without carrying out experimental contact
angle measurements, which might be useful to make a preliminary theoretical assessment
of what materials are best suited for a given application. The parachor is an empirical
constant that relates surface tension to the molar volume (V ) of a polymer, see Equation
20. Furthermore, it is considered to be an additive quantity, thus it can be approximately
expressed as the sum of empirical increments PSi corresponding to single atoms or groups,
and bond contributions in the molecule [114, 115].

PS = γ1/4 V =
∑

PSi (atomic contributions)+
∑

PSi (bond contributions) (20)

Due to the fact that the extrapolation of surface tensions of melts at room temperature leads
to reliable values for a solid polymer, the SFE of solid polymers may indeed be calculated
from the parachor per structural unit by applying Equation 20 [116]. Consider the following
example, where we determine an estimate value of SFE for PDMS.
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EXAMPLE: estimation of γs (PDMS) from parachor

First, we calculate the molar volume from the molecular weight of the repeat unit (74 g/mol)
and density (0.97 g/ml) at room temperature. Thus, we find V = 76.3 ml/mol [117]. Next,
we determine the parachor of the polymer from the corresponding contributions of atoms
and functional groups in accordance with Sugden et al (1924), see Table 6.1. Consider the
structure of the repeating unit in PDMS, see Figure 6.3 [118].

Table 6.1: Parachor contributions of atoms and functional groups in PDMS [11, 12].

PS

Si 25.0
2 (CH2 + H) 112.2

O 20.0
TOTAL 157.2

Figure 6.3: Chemical structure of PDMS monomers.

Using Equation 20, we find the following result for an estimate value of γs,

γs (PDMS) =
(PS

V

)4
= 18.0 mN/m

Which shows good agreement with direct measurements of polymer melt at 20ºC, ranging
from 16.0 mN/m to 20.0 mN/m, depending on the polymer molecular weight [119].

Up to here, we have considered different procedures to determine the SFE, by contact angle
measurements and from extrapolating data of polymer melt, the latter only pertinent for
polymers. In order to assess whether free-standing oxide transfer from a polymer support
to the device substrate is within possibility, we need to quantify their adherence, which can
be determined by computing the work of adhesion, Wadh.

6.2 Work of adhesion between two solids

The reversible work of adhesion Wadh gives a quantitative measure of the adherence be-
tween two surfaces, see the Dupré relationship in Equation 5. In the case of an interfacial
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system constituted by two solids, see Equation 21 [116], where γS1 and γS2 are the SFE of
each component, and γS1S2 is the interfacial tension.

Wadh = γS1 + γS2 − γS1S2 (21)

γS1 and γS2 can be easily determined applying any of the experimental methods described
in Section 6.1, or, in the case of polymers, from the tabulated parachor values. On the other
hand, γS1S2 can be calculated from a generalized Grifalco and Good Equation 22, where it
can be assumed that Φ ≈ 1.

γS1S2 = γS1 + γS2 − 2 Φ
√
γS1 γS2 (22)

Considering the Fowkes theory, Wadh can be approximated as in Equation 23, where γDSi

and γPSi
are the dispersive and polar components of each surface.

Wadh ≈ 2
[√

γDS1
γDS2

+
√
γPS1

γPS2

]
(23)

Moreover, we can investigate howWadh varies in different environments. For example, if an
interface S1-S2 is immersed in a liquid L, its work of adhesion must be calculated in accor-
dance with Equation 24, where γSiL are the interfacial energies solid-liquid corresponding
to each surface. This allows to modify the fundamental interactions between two surfaces,
opening the door to promoting or avoiding their detachment by changing the nature of the
environment in which the interface is placed.

Wadh = γS1L + γS2L − γS1S2 (24)

γSiL can be determined from the SFE of each solid and the surface tension of the liquid by
applying Equation 9.

Wadh is the work required to separate S1 and S2. If the work of adhesion is negative, sepa-
ration between these two solids is favoured, thus will occur spontaneously. Instead, ifWadh

> 0, the higher, the more work must be done to detach both surfaces. Hence, to transfer a
thin film from a certain substrate 1 (with whichWadh is already positive) to another substrate
2, it is necessary that the adhesion with the second be higher. Otherwise, the thin film will
remain adhered to substrate 1, with which it forms a system of larger adhesion.

Therefore, we have shown thatWadh allows to characterize the adhesion between two sur-
faces as a quality strictly dependent on interfacial properties, which in turn can be assessed
by computing the SFE of the solids involved in the system (contact angle measurements).
This theory provides a fundamental criterion to rationalize the manipulation procedure of
free-standing oxides, according to which it is feasible to carry out transfer between sub-
strates whose work of adhesion with the oxide film is > 0, and as long asWadh with the first
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substrate is lower than that with the second, see Figures 2.3 b) and c).

In the case of a polymeric mechanical support to help transfer free-standing thin films, it is
opportune thatWadh > 0, since we want the active film to get adhered to a new holder once
the sacrificial layer has been selectively removed. Still, to further expand its manipulability,
we need this new system not to be permanent. For instance, we have proved that PDMS
is a good support for Al2O3, yet in order to broaden the possibilities of implementing free-
standing oxides into diverse functional devices, we must find mechanisms to build new
heterostructures, transferring the film to different substrates, such as crystalline Si. Ac-
cording to the set out above criterion, to achieve this transfer successfully, it is necessary
that the work of adhesion of Al2O3 with Si be positive and higher than that with PDMS. To
check the viability of this transfer, in the next section we have determined the Wadh of the
Al2O3-PDMS and Al2O3-Si systems, by means of contact angle measurements and under
different conditions and environments. In addition, we have also determined the Wadh of
BiFeO3-PDMS and BiFeO3-Si interfaces, as the ultimate goal would be to be able to grow
and transfer BiFeO3 films.

6.3 Study of PDMS/oxide/Si interfaces for free-standing layer transfer

In the present work, we have proved that an Al2O3 thin film can be successfully peeled-off
from its growth substrate and subsequently transferred to PDMS by water etching of CSD-
Sr3Al2O6 sacrificial layers. To go one step further, here we are interested in theoretically
assessing whether it is viable to transfer a free-standing oxide film (Al2O3 or BiFeO3) from
PDMS to Si, and under what conditions. To carry out this study, we analyze in detail the
nature of interfaces 1 and 2 from Figure 6.4, with a distinc interest in their work of adhesion.

Figure 6.4: Scheme of PDMS/oxide/Si interfaces.

Therefore, we will compute the work of adhesion of each surface in order to verify whether it
is higher for the oxide/Si system (which, as shown before, indicates that the transfer is favor-
able). Moreover, we will consider two kinds of surface for each material: bare surface and
UV-ozone treated. UV-ozone cleaning is a highly effective procedure to remove contamina-
tion on the surface of a sample, especially organic residues. By applying a high-power UV
light source, O3 is generated, which then breaks down surface contaminants into volatile
compounds. Remarkably, during the cleaning process, O3 and oxygen radicals might re-
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act with water molecules present in the air, resulting in the formation of hydroxide radicals,
which in turn can interact with the surface. This leads to the formation of hydroxide groups,
thus increasing the polarity of the sample [120]. Hence, SFE and Wadh are expected to
vary in applying a UV-ozone treatment.

First, we have measured the contact angles of Al2O3, BiFeO3, PDMS and Si surfaces (bare
and UV-ozone treated) with Milli-Q water and chloroform. These have been obtained using
a drop shape analyzer equipment, see experimental procedure in Section 3.3.4. We have
acquired series of three images for every interface, determined the contact angle from each
one of them, and then performed their average to infer the results in Table 6.2. See Figure
6.5 for a representative image of each system. Note that the wettability of chloroform with
Al2O3, BiFeO3 and Si is virtually total, hence the value of θ cannot be accurately calculated -
indicated as < 10º in Table 6.2, in subsequent calculations it has been assumed that θ = 0º.
We observe that the angle measured with water is less on UV-ozone surfaces, this being
consistent with the expected increase in polarity of UV-ozone treated samples. Otherwise,
PDMS has higher contact angles than those of other surfaces, and the fact that its θ values
with water are very high (> 90º) indicates that it is a hydrophobic surface [121].

Figure 6.5: Photos of the solid-liquid interfaces: Al2O3, PDMS, BiFeO3 and Si with chloro-
form and Milli-Q water (acquired with the drop shape analyzer equipment).

Secondly, we compute the SFE of Al2O3, BiFeO3, PDMS and Si by applying the Fowkes
model, which provides a simple procedure to determine the surface energy only using two
properly selected solvents, in our case H2O and chloroform. Accordingly, we need to solve
the system of Equations 18, where γDs and γPs are the two unknown variables, θ is measured
experimentally (see Table 6.2) and γPl,i are the surface tensions of each solvent (dispersive
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and polar components), see Table 6.3.

Table 6.2: Contact angles of Al2O3, PDMS, BiFeO3 and Si with water and chloroform

Contact angle (º)
Solvent no UV-O3 UV-O3

Al2O3 PDMS Al2O3 PDMS
Water 87 ± 1 115 ± 4 40 ± 3 111 ± 4

Chloroform < 10 45 ± 2 < 10 34 ± 3
BiFeO3 Si BiFeO3 Si

Water 57 ± 4 57.8 ± 0.2 47 ± 4 < 10
Chloroform < 10 < 10 < 10 < 10

Table 6.3: Surface tensions of water and chloroform at 20ºC [13]

Solvent Surface tension (mN/m) Dispersive comp. Polar comp.
Water 72.8 21.8 51.0

Chloroform 27.2 27.2 0

Since chloroform has γPl = 0, we have determined γDs of each solid with Equation 19, while
γPs has been computed with Equation 18, the results can be observed in Table 6.4. We note
that the UV-ozone treatment makes the Al2O3, BiFeO3 and Si samples more polar, consid-
erably increasing the value of γPs (by more than 3 times in Al2O3). It is noteworthy that the
γs value of the two oxides is practically the same when they are UV-ozone treated, and Si
has the highest SFE. On the other hand, PDMS does not show significant SFE differences,
either with or without UV-ozone. Also, we see that the PDMS’ γs has a very similar value to
that we have previously estimated from extrapolating data of polymer melt (18 mN/m). Dis-
crepancies are probably due to small differences in environmental conditions (temperature,
relative humidity) during the acquisition of the experimental data. Besides, calculation from
the parachor does not take into account variations due to a specific cross-linker:prepolymer
ratio, [10:1] in our case.

Table 6.4: SFE of Al2O3, PDMS, BiFeO3 and Si, with and without UV-ozone treatment,
obtained from the contact angles measured before. * We assume θ = 0º, no experimental
error assigned.

Surface SFE (mN/m) Dispersive comp. Polar comp.
Al2O3 (no UV-O3) 22 ± 3 14* 9 ± 3
Al2O3 (UV-O3) 57 ± 4 14* 44 ± 4

PDMS (no UV-O3) 11 ± 3 10 ± 2 1 ± 2
PDMS (UV-O3) 13 ± 3 11 ± 1 1 ± 1

BiFeO3 (no UV-O3) 43 ± 5 14* 30 ± 5
BiFeO3 (UV-O3) 52 ± 5 14* 38 ± 5
Si (no UV-O3) 43 ± 5 14* 29 ± 5
Si (UV-O3) 74* 14* 61*
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Finally, Equations 21 and 24 have been used to determineWadh of the Al2O3-PDMS, Al2O3-
Si, BiFeO3-PDMS and BiFeO3-Si systems, for cases where the interface is exposed to the
air and immersed in water, respectively, see Table 6.5. Notice that the more polar surfaces
are, i.e. treated with UV-ozone, Wadh is much lower when the system is in an essentially
polar media, such as water (0 mN/m in systems where Si is involved). On the other hand,
when the environment is air, the adhesion is significantly higher (up to 130 mN/m in the
Al2O3-Si system). In general, the difference inWadh between exposing the sample to air or
immersing it in water is much more important when they are treated with UV-ozone.

Table 6.5: Work of adhesion of the PDMS/oxide/Si interfaces.

Wadh (mN/m)
no UV-ozone PDMS Si

Air Water Air Water
Al2O3 31 ± 4 40 ± 5 62 ± 6 15 ± 3
BiFeO3 44 ± 6 20 ± 5 86 ± 7 8 ± 2

UV-ozone PDMS Si
Air Water Air Water

Al2O3 53 ± 6 10 ± 4 130 ± 4 0 ± 1
BiFeO3 51 ± 6 13 ± 4 124 ± 5 0 ± 1

To sum up, in order to successfully attach the free-standing Al2O3 (or BiFeO3) to PDMS, it
is convenient to subject them to UV-ozone, thus increasing their SFE and the Wadh of the
interface. Moreover, the joining of both surfaces should be performed in the air, allowing
to achieve a stronger adhesion (53 vs 10 mN/m when Al2O3-PDMS system is immersed in
water). Likewise, in order to transfer any of these oxide systems to Si, the incorporation of
the new substrate should also be performed with the interface exposed to air, since in this
case the Wadh of the oxide-Si system is higher than that of the oxide-PDMS system, and
thus the transfer can be carried out successfully. Otherwise, Al2O3 or BiFeO3 unhooking
from PDMS is not favored, thus, relocating the active phase to Si will not be favored either.

In conclusion, we identify that this preliminary theroetical studies is an invaluable tool to
optimize the procedure to manipulate and transfer free-standing oxides. In the case of
free-standing Al2O3 and BiFeO3, we have developed a protocol to explore oxide transfer
from a polymer to Si substrate, including the optimal conditions to perform such operation
and the most suitable surface treatments to achieve it successfully.
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7 Conclusions

This project has demonstrated for the first time the viability of CSD to prepare Sr3Al2O6

thin films, grown on SrTiO3. We have shown that they are highly crystalline, epitaxial and
pure-phase. In particular, we have reported that nitrate precursor solutions are distinctly
stable, leading to homogeneous films with smooth surface morphology. Also, STEM cross-
section images have revealed that a highly crystalline order is successfully achieved. In
addition, we have proved that water is a reliable solvent to remove Sr3Al2O6 films, placing
this material as an effectively green and low-cost opportunity to produce sacrificial layers
for water-resistant free-standing oxide manufacturing.

Secondly, we have shown that CSD-BiFeO3 deposition on Sr3Al2O6 gives rise to a nanocom-
posite material, where Sr and Al-rich square-shaped nanoparticles appear inside a BiFeO3-
rich matrix. Interestingly, both particles and matrix are shown to be crystalline phases.

On the other hand, we have proved that ALD is an attractive deposition technique to pro-
duce Al2O3/CSD-Sr3Al2O6//SrTiO3 heterostructures. Furthermore, we have developed a
procedure to selectively remove Sr3Al2O6 sacrificial layers by water etching in order to ex-
foliate Al2O3 thin films prepared by ALD, thus showing that this low-temperature deposition
technique is an attractive candidate to synthesize free-standing oxides. Likewise, we have
satisfactorily transferred the oxide film to PDMS.

We have performed a theoretical study on interfacial energy and polymer adhesion to in-
vestigate the principles of a successful free-standing oxide transfer to a hypothetical device
substrate. It is shown that the work of adhesion (Wadh) allows to characterize the adherence
between two solid surfaces as a quality strictly dependent on interfacial properties, which
can be computed by contact angle measurements applying the Zisman model, Fowkes
model or using equations of state. Hence, this theory provides a fundamental criterion to
appropriately select surfaces and supports to manipulate free-standing oxides. In partic-
ular, we have stated that a successful transfer between substrates is feasible as long as
the work of adhesion with the first substrate is lower than that with the second. All in all,
this study on surface effects and adhesion is expected to be an invaluable tool to optimize
procedures involving interfaces

For instance, in order to estimate under what conditions is the transfer of an oxide (Al2O3 or
BiFeO3) to Si favorable, we have determined the work of adhesion of the interfaces impli-
cated in the procedure. Besides, we have explored the effect of different surface treatments
(bare surface, UV-ozone) and environments (air, water). Accordingly, we have performed
contact angle measurements with Milli-Q water and chloroform, and then we have com-
puted the surface free energy of each material, and the Wadh of the oxide/substrate sys-
tems. As a result, we have demonstrated that relocation of an oxide thin film from PDMS to
Si is theoretically favorable if the surfaces involved are UV-ozone treated, and the transfer
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process is carried out in air exposure.

Overall, this project shows that nanoengineering techniques such as selective wet-etching
and mechanical exfoliation could offer a viable platform to develop low-cost, versatile and
scalable methods to peel-off and manipulate nanostructured free-standing layers, opening
the door to their implementation into a wide spectrum of novel applications, including flexi-
ble photovoltaics.

There is still a long way to develop and perfect this promising novel free-standing technol-
ogy. As a future work it is planned to conduct a further detailed microstructure study of
the Sr3Al2O6 thin films. Exfoliation and transfer procedures will also be improved by ap-
plying the principles of surface energy and interfacial adhesion here presented, selectively
choosing the most suitable surface to capture and manipulate the complex oxide film. Fur-
thermore, deposition of BiFeO3 by low temperature ALD will be thoroughly studied, thereby
progressing towards the manufacture of the first ferroelectric perovskite free-standing oxide
prepared by low-cost chemical techniques.
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Abbreviations Glossary

AFM: Atomic Force Microscopy

ALD: Atomic Layer Deposition

BFO: BiFeO3

DSC: Differential Scanning Calorimetry

DTG: Derivative Thermogravimetry

CSD: Chemical Solution Depostion

EDX: Energy Dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy

FEPO: Ferroelectric Perovskite Oxides

FIB: Focused Ion Beam

HAADF: High-Angle Annular Dark-Field

MBE: Molecular Beam Epitaxy

MO: Metalorganic

N: Nitrate

PDMS: Polydimethylsiloxane

PLD: Pulsed Laser Deposition

PMMA: Poly(methyl methacrylate)

PV: Photovoltaic

RE: Rare Earth

SAO: Sr3Al2O6

SEM: Scanning Electron Microscopy
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SFE: Surface Free Energy

STEM: Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy

STO: SrTiO3

TGA: Thermogravimetric Analysis

TMA: Trimethylaluminium

UV-O3: Ultraviolet light - Ozone

XRD: X-Ray Diffraction
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